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Circulating B10 regulatory cells are decreased in severe and
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Abstract

The contribution of B cells in COVID-19 pathogenesis, beyond the production of spe-

cific antibodies against SARS-CoV-2, is still notwell understood. Sinceoneof theirmost

relevant functional roles includes their immune-suppressive mechanisms, we decided

to evaluate one of the most recognized human B regulatory subpopulations: the IL-

10+ B10 cells, duringCOVID-19onset. After stimulation of PBMCs for IL-10 induction,

we employedmultiparametric flow cytometry to determine B10 frequencies in severe

and critical COVID-19 patients and then correlated those with clinical and laboratory

parameters. Compared with healthy individuals, we detected a significant reduction

in the B10 subset in both patient groups, which correlates with some inflammatory

parameters that define the disease severity. This evidence suggests an aberrant role of

B10 cells in immune responses against SARS-CoV-2 that needs to be further explained.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The recent emergence of Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pan-

demic has dramatically accelerated the characterization of diverse

antiviral immune-mediated mechanisms aimed at controlling this

emergent illness. COVID-19 is caused by the Severe Acute Respira-

Abbreviations: ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome; ASC, Antibody-secreting cells;

Bregs, B regulatory cells; COVID-19, Coronavirus disease 2019; FiO2, fraction of inspired

oxygen; FMO, FluorescenceMinus One; PaO2, Arterial partial pressure of oxygen; PBMCs,

Peripheral bloodmononuclear cells; ROC, Receiver operating characteristic (curve);

SARS-CoV-2, Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; SO2, Oxygen saturation;

ssRNA, Single-stranded RNA; TLRs, Toll-like receptors; Tregs, T regulatory cells.

tory SyndromeCoronaVirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) andmay generate asymp-

tomatic or mild symptomatic infection in most patients. In contrast,

other infected people suffer from severe acute respiratory distress

syndrome (ARDS) with a poor prognosis.1

The severity of COVID-19 depends on the balance of host immune

responses against viral stimuli. Deep immune-profiling studies of

SARS-CoV-2 infected patients have documented several immune dys-

functions that correlate with disease severity, including lymphopenia,

altered type I IFNs response, myeloid cell aberrations, and high levels

of inflammatory cytokines (cytokine storm).2–4 The latter has a signifi-

cant role in severe/critical COVID-19manifestations, includingARDS.5
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Diverse peripheral immune regulatory mechanisms have evolved

to control and limit the aberrant hyperinflammatory responses. Reg-

ulatory T cells (Tregs) constitute a subset of CD4+ T cells represent-

ing the most recognized players in preventing exacerbated immune

responses. Tregs inhibit the activation of both innate and adaptive

inflammatory responses through diverse mechanisms, including the

secretionof immunosuppressive cytokines suchasTGF-β, IL-35, and IL-
10.6 Although limited information is available regarding human Tregs

in acute viral infections, some evidence indicates that they contribute

to host protection by downregulating immunopathogenic mechanisms

of tissue damage.7,8 Remarkably, these cells have been described to be

highly reduced during COVID-19 onset.9,10 Additionally, some reports

indicate the success of the adoptive transfer of allogeneic Tregs as a

therapeutic option for this disease.11 Since the outcome of viral dis-

eases depends on the interplay between pathogen and host pro- and

anti-inflammatory responses, a dysbalanced regulatory cell number

and/or function against SARS-CoV-2 could be associated with COVID-

19 pathogenesis and severity.9

Interestingly, other immune-suppressive elements than Tregs have

not received enough attention yet; these not-enough characterized

players include the diverse subsets of regulatory B cells (Bregs). B

cells develop “classical” immune functions, including antibody produc-

tion and antigen presentation.12 More recently, Bregs have been found

to exert immunoregulatory activity,13 although they account for a

small percentage (around 0.5%) of the total B lymphocytes in healthy

humans.14 These B cells are characterized by their suppressive prop-

erties of immune-mediated inflammatory responses. Also, they could

facilitate the inflammation-recovery processes, thus contributing to

maintaining immune homeostasis through different effector mech-

anisms, including the secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines such

as IL-10.15,16 Among the different and well-characterized Bregs in

humans,13 we can highlight one of the first described and most abun-

dant subpopulation: the mature CD24hiCD27+ B lymphocytes named

as B10 cells due to their capability of IL-10 secretion in response to

innate signals such as TLR7/9 ligation, that has been shown to suppress

pro-inflammatory responses.17,18

Breg implications during SARS-CoV-2 infection have not been

widely explored, but indirect evidence indicates that total B cells

(CD19+) producing IL-10 are significantly reduced in convalescent

COVID-19 patients with a poor outcome.19 Besides that, it has been

well documented that acute COVID-19 correlates with impaired

type I interferon (IFN-I) responses, predominantly in critically unwell

patients.20 Interestingly, it has been shown that some IL-10+ Breg

subsets depend on antiviral IFN-I as a critical signal for their

differentiation,21 thus making it possible that B10 cells could be

affected inCOVID-19patients. Additionally, our previous findings have

shown a decline in total memory CD27+ B cells in severe and criti-

cal COVID-19 cases.22 As the B10 subset is included in this CD27+

compartment, these regulatory cells could also be found numerically

reduced in these individuals. Therefore, we hypothesized that these

regulatory B10 cells could also be involved or affected in the pathogen-

esis of COVID-19. Thus, we look for them in a small cohort of hospital-

ized patients.

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Beyond Ab production or Ag-presentation abilities, B cells can also

secrete IL-10 that restricts inflammation and counteracts potential

pro-inflammatory cytokine excessive production. IL-10 secreted by

these cells, further denominated collectively as Bregs, acts as an

immunoregulator that inhibits pro-inflammatory reactions, thus pre-

venting tissue damage derived from exacerbated innate or adaptive

immune responses against pathogenic stimuli.15,18

The SARS-CoV-2 infection seems to bemainly associatedwith a sys-

temic hyper-inflammatory status where several immune-suppressive

mechanisms appeared to be altered or dysfunctional in these patients,

thus contributing to disease pathogenesis.23,24 Accordingly, and up

today, only one report indicates that total CD19+ IL-10+ B cells are

reduced in the circulation of acute COVID-19 patients.19 This obser-

vation only suggests that one or more Breg subsets could be affected

since most of the identified and well defined human CD19+ Breg sub-

populations produce IL-10, including the CD24hiCD38hi transitional

B cells, the CD24+CD38+TIM-1+ B cells, the CD27int/hiCD38hi plas-

mablasts, and themature CD24hiCD27+ B10 cells.15,25

Therefore, we analyzed those B cell subsets by flow cytometry dur-

ing the acute COVID-19 onset, finding that most do not display alter-

ations in their frequencies (Supplementary Fig. 1A–C), except for the

B10 subpopulation. Accordingly, using a simple multiparametric flow

cytometry strategy (Fig. 1A), we first segregated total CD19+ B cells

fromPBMCs samples; then CD27+ CD24hi cells were gated to identify

IL-10-producers as B10 cells.

As previously reported,22 we could not detect any significant differ-

ences among frequencies (Fig. 1B) or absolute numbers (Supplemen-

tary Fig. 2) of total CD19+ Bcells of any group. Interestingly, regulatory

B10cells displayeda significant reduction in their frequencies in severe

and critical COVID-19 patients compared to healthy controls (Fig. 1C).

The reduced circulating B10 cells are possibly a result of the

impaired IFN-I responses, previously reported in severe or critical

COVID-19 patients.20 Accordingly, both COVID-19 and influenza

viral infections have been associated with an impaired IFN-I and -

III host response relative to other pathogens; more interestingly, the

COVID-19 severity seems to correlate with the degree of IFN-I/III

impairment.26,27 As mentioned before, IFN-α (IFN-I) is a crucial sig-

nal for some IL-10+ Breg subsets differentiation, both in mouse or

human models.21,28 Hence it would be possible that B10 cells could be

depleted under this specific infectious context.

Moreover, this reduction in B10 cell numbers after SARS-CoV-

2 infection, in response to excessive inflammation present in acute

severe/critical COVID-19, could also result from innate receptors-

mediated stimulation of these cells. It has been recently reported that

mouse B10 cells (CD19+CD1dhiCD5+) significantly reduced their fre-

quency and IL-10-producing capacity after TLR7 overexpression or

overstimulation with synthetic agonists.29 Additionally, the decline in

the number and functional capacity of this Breg subset is enhanced

by high levels of IFN-γ.29 Although human B10 are phenotypically dif-

ferent from their mouse equivalent, it is possible that during COVID-

19 acute onset, single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) fragments from the
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F IGURE 1 Circulating B10 cell frequencies are significantly reduced in severe and critical COVID-19 patients. (A) Gating strategy for the
identification of the B10 subset fromCD19+ B cells, CD27+ (memory) and CD24hi cells (excluding the CD38hi Ab-secreting cells, ASC), previously
selected from singlets gate (SSC-A vs. SSC-H), live Zombie UV- cells, and lymphocytes region gated from an SSC-A vs. FSC-A density plot. Data are
representative of a healthy control. (B) Frequency of total CD19+ B cells in PBMCs from patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 (total n= 37; 19
severe and 18 critical) and healthy controls (n= 10; all with negative PCR for SARS-CoV-2). (C) Frequency of B10 (CD27+ CD24hi IL-10+) cells in
PBMCs from patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 (n= 37; 19 severe and 18 critical) and healthy controls (n= 10; all negative PCR for SARS-CoV-2).
All frequency values are displayed asmean (dashed line) plus lower and upper quartiles (dotted lines). The data were analyzed by a Kruskal-Wallis
test followed by a Dunn’s post hoc test. **p≤ 0.01.

SARS-CoV-2 genome act as direct activators of their endosomal TLR7

pathway, as demonstrated for monocyte-derived DCs.30 This stimula-

tion, enhanced by high levels of IFN-γ described in acute-COVID-19

patients,31–33 maybe also induce the depletion of human B10 cells.

The contraction of the B10 subpopulation in hospitalized COVID-

19 patients raises the possibility that the loss of these cells could be

linked or contribute to the inflammatory pathogenesis of their severe

disease. Correspondingly, it has been reported that total CD19+ B cells

from convalescent patients of COVID-19 with a favorable clinical out-

come displayed a higher IL-10 production upon TLR9 activation, com-

pared to those with a poor outcome with abnormal chest-radiographic

findings,19 suggesting that a positive outcome may be associated with

the expansion of regulatory B cells.

To gain insight into the involvement of B10 lymphocytes in regu-

lating excessive inflammation in acute COVID-19 and their potential

utility as follow up clinical markers, we calculated Spearman’s correla-

tion coefficients between the B10 cell frequencies and the clinical and

laboratory available features (depicted in Supplementary Table 1) of

both severe and critical COVID-19 patients. As expected, the B10 cell

subset diminishing seems to be associated with a hyper-inflammatory

status in severe and critical COVID-19 patients, at least demon-

strated by the significant correlations displayed between their num-

bers and well established inflammation-associated clinical parameters

such as neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio (Fig. 2A) and the D-dimer pres-

ence (Fig. 2B), that has been previously described as highly increased

in these patients.22,34,35
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F IGURE 2 Frequencies of circulating B10 cells correlate with
clinical parameters assessed in hospitalized COVID-19 patients.
Correlation analysis calculating Spearman’s coefficient (r) between
the B10 subset frequencies and indicated laboratory variables:
neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio (A) or D-dimer (B). Values from n= 37
hospitalized COVID-19 patients (19 severe and 18 critical). Significant
p-values (p< 0.05) are shown. C) Receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) curves of circulating B10 cell frequencies andD-dimer serum
levels for the discrimination of COVID-19 severe/critical disease
(constructed from data of n= 37 hospitalized COVID-19 patients and
n= 10 healthy controls). Area under the curve (AUC) values are
depicted

Finally, to assess the potential usefulness of B10 frequency mea-

surement in medical diagnosis or management of COVID-19 patients,

we generated a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to deter-

mine the discriminative capacity of B10 percentages in hospitalized

(severe/critical) patients vs. healthy donors. To appreciate its signifi-

cance, we decided to compare it to a well-defined COVID-19-related

biomarker.

Diverse meta-analyses have shown that D-dimer levels possess

prognostic value, correlate with disease severity and in-hospital mor-

tality, and can be used as an early marker to guide the management

of SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals.36 For comparative purposes, we

also constructed a ROC curve for D-dimer. After determining the areas

under the curve (AUC) of both parameters, we observed that B10 cell

percentagedisplayedanoutstandingdiscriminative value (AUC=0.85)

distinguishing hospitalized COVID-19 patients, not so far from that

given whenmeasuring D-dimer levels (AUC= 0.95) (Fig. 2C).

Limitations of our study include the lack of additional viral-

respiratory disease controls such as influenza or respiratory syncytial

virus-infected patients, which would allow us to determine if B10 cell

changes could also be detected in different infectious contexts. More-

over, although our work is also limited by the missing group of mild

COVID-19 patients, thus not allowing evaluation of the potential of

B10 percentage as a severity-associated marker, our results indicate

thatmeasurementof these cells couldbehelpful in clinical contexts and

need to bemore explored, even in longitudinal cohort studies, to a bet-

ter understanding of its prognostic value.

In conclusion, our results indicate that circulating B10 cells are

decreased during SARS-CoV-2 infection and can be considered as

potential biomarkers for severe COVID-19. It remains unclear if this

phenomenon is specific to SARS-CoV-2 and whether this loss resulted

from these cells differentiating into IL-10 producing plasma cells or

undergoing apoptosis, thus warranting future studies focusing on

delineating themechanismsbywhich this orother viral infections could

negatively regulate B10 cell development.
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